but

to show contrast

He wanted to play soccer but there was no one to play with.
and - to show addition

He eats chips and a hamburger too.
or

- alternative

We can play tennis or go swimming.
The children catch the bus because they don’t want to walk.
They blow out the candles before they eat the cake.
He can go outside to play if he finishes his homework.
while
-
- at the same time

She talked to the butterfly while she planted the flowers.
They will need a wash after they finish painting.
unless
-
under what condition

Santa cannot see unless he wears his glasses.
since

- sequence of time

He hasn’t recovered since the big race.
so that
- answers questions why

I always use my magnifying glass so that I can find clues.
although
-
 even though

He takes them shopping although they never buy anything.
I can’t ring my friends until I finish my homework.
when

- just at that moment

The elephant turned pink when he saw a mouse.